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ARTICLE 21 
Performance 

 
Section 1 Overview 
  
A. The Performance Assessment and Communication System (PACS) uses a three-tier 

rating program for ratings on individual performance elements and for the summary 
appraisal rating. 

 
Most employees will be rated on four standard elements.  PACS offers three 
summary appraisal rating of record levels with clear distinctions among those 
performance levels to differentiate between the highest performing employees (Level 
5 – Outstanding Contribution), successful employees (Level 3 – Successful 
Contribution), and employees whose performance is failing (Level 1 – Not 
Successful). 

 
B. Employees in developmental programs (e.g., EDP, LDP, and other Regional 

programs) may be placed on a developmental performance plan. 
 
C. PACS is used to make certain personnel decisions: 
 

1. Within-Grade Increase (WIGI) - An employee who has attained an appraisal 
rating of “Successful” will be entitled to a within-grade increase, as long as 
current performance is consistent with an appraisal rating of “Successful.” 

 
2. An appraisal rating of at least “Successful” is required in order to be considered 

for awards and/or promotions. 
 
Section 2 Definitions of Commonly Used Terms 
 
A. Performance elements are work assignments and responsibilities that are key to 

achieving the Agency’s mission and goals and reflect the Agency’s commitment to 
providing outstanding public service.   

 
B. Critical element means a work assignment or responsibility of such importance that 

unacceptable performance in the element would result in a determination that an 
employee’s overall performance is unacceptable. 

 
C. Performance standard means the management approved performance threshold(s), 

requirement(s), or expectation(s) that must be met to be appraised at a particular 
level of performance.  A performance standard may include, but is not limited to, 
quality, timeliness, and manner of performance. 
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Performance standards provide the framework for the expectations of what 
employees will accomplish and how it will be done.  Employees are only rated on the 
standards that are applicable to them.  

 
D. Performance plan means all of the written, or otherwise recorded, performance 

elements that set forth expected performance.  A performance plan must include all 
critical and non-critical elements and their performance standards. 

 
E. Alignment Statement is a standardized form that managers will provide to 

employees to facilitate discussion regarding how their work contributes to 
achievement of Agency goals and objectives.  The statement may be supplemented 
with information about component goals and targets. 

 
F. Rating of record means the performance rating prepared at the end of an appraisal 

period for performance of Agency-assigned duties over the entire period and the 
assignment of a summary level.   There are three summary appraisal levels for the 
performance plan:  Outstanding Contribution (Level 5), Successful Contribution 
(Level 3), and Not Successful (Level 1). 

 
G. Progress review means communication with employees, comparing their 

performance to the performance plan. 
 
H. Element Average is the average of the performance element ratings which is used to 

determine eligibility for awards.  It is a computation summary derived in the 
performance evaluation process.  Each performance element in the employee’s 
appraisal is assigned a rating of 1, 3, or 5. The individual performance element 
ratings are added together, the total is divided by the number of performance 
elements and the resulting number is the Element Average.  An Element Average is 
not computed when the rating on any element is at Level 1.  

 
I. The appraisal cycle is from October 1 through September 30. 
 
Section 3 Length of Appraisal Period 
 
A. A rating of record will be prepared at the end of the employee’s appraisal period and 

issued to the employee within 30 days of the completed appraisal period. 
 
B. The minimum appraisal period for employees is 120 days.  Employees must be 

under a performance plan for a minimum of 120 days to be eligible for an annual 
performance appraisal at the end of their appraisal period.  Employees serving in a 
probationary period will not receive a rating of record until after completion of their 
probationary period.   
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C. Employees who have been under their performance plan for less than 30 days and 
are approved for an extended absence in excess of 150 days will begin a new 
minimum appraisal period upon their return to duty.  This does not preclude the 
management from considering the employee’s performance during the period the 
employee was under the performance plan for less than 30 days. 

 
Section 4 Expectation Discussions 
 
A. At the beginning of the appraisal period, management and the employee will meet to 

discuss the performance expectations in order to arrive at a full and complete 
understanding of what is required to achieve the successful contribution 
performance level described in the plan. Expectation discussions provide meaningful 
context to performance standards and provide a means to align employee 
contributions to Agency goals and objectives.  

 
B. The discussion will also include an explanation of the performance plan terminology, 

the method(s) to be used to determine the level of performance in each element, the 
nature and type of work product or other result to be reviewed, or otherwise 
monitored.  The discussion may also include examples, which may be standardized 
for like positions, of the performance requirements for the Successful Contribution 
Level.    

 
C. An employee shall not be rated on a performance standard that was not disclosed to 

him/her as part of a written performance appraisal plan or that relates to work that 
the employee did not perform.   

 
D. If there are numeric expectations, they will clearly be identified in the employee’s 

performance plan.  If there are quality expectations, they will be identified in the 
employee’s performance plan.   

 
E. Management will document the expectations discussed with the employee. Standard 

expectations may be developed for standard positions.  This documentation will be 
filed in the employee’s SSA-e7B Extension File (or successor program) as part of 
PACS.  The employee may place a rebuttal in the SSA-e7B.  

 
F. Subsequent expectation discussions should be held when there is a change in the 

work situation such as: 
 

1. a detail, 
 
2. a change in component goals or objectives, or 
 
3. a return to duty from an extended absence of one hundred and twenty (120) days 

or more. 
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Section 5 Appraisal Period Mechanics 
 
A.  Issuing Performance Plans 
 

1.  Management will issue performance plans to employees no later than thirty (30) 
days from the beginning of their appraisal periods.   

 
2.  Management will meet with the employee to discuss the employee’s performance 

plan at the time it is issued.  Management will: 
 

a. discuss the Alignment Statement with employees individually or in a group 
and review its content; 

 
b. discuss on an individual basis employee performance elements, standards, 

and expectations that will be used to evaluate the employee; 
 
c. during the individual discussion, identify any data that may be considered in 

measuring employee progress and contributions, and 
 
d. discuss employee development needs and opportunities, employee 

commitment to success, and the relationship between contributions and 
employee recognition. 

 
3. The employee and the supervisor will sign the performance plan to acknowledge 

that the performance plan has been issued and the initial performance discussion 
has been held. The signed performance plan will be placed in the SSA-e7B 
Extension File (or successor program). 

 
4. Management may meet with employees collectively, in addition to individual 

performance discussions, to convey information that is general for all employees, 
such as unit/team and Agency goals.  

 
B. Monitoring Performance and Communications 
 

1. Ongoing two-way communication between management and the employee is an 
effective tool for successful performance.  Discussions should be candid, 
forthright dialogues between management and the employee aimed at improving 
performance, the work process, or product.  These discussions will provide the 
employee the opportunity to seek further guidance and understanding of his/her 
work performance, to articulate needs, or to participate in a dialogue about 
his/her contribution.  Discussions may be initiated by management or by the 
employee.  
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2. Management conclusions based upon its observations of an employee will be 
timely communicated to the employee during informal discussions and/or the 
progress review.  If the employee disagrees with management conclusions or 
observations, he/she may provide management with written rebuttals that will be 
placed in the SSA-e7B Extension File (or successor program).   

 
3. An employee may inform his/her appraising official in writing, which includes 

email, of factors beyond his/her control that have affected his/her performance. 
The appraising official will consider such factors when evaluating performance for 
the appraisal period.  The written documentation will be placed in the employee’s 
SSA-e7B Extension File (or successor program).  

 
C. Formal Performance Discussion 
 

1. At least once during the appraisal period, management will have a documented 
performance discussion with each employee regarding the employee’s 
performance.  During the discussion, management shall discuss the employee’s 
contributions and results achieved within each performance element, reinforce 
expectations, and identify needs for performance improvement in meeting those 
expectations.  

 
2. To ensure that all performance related activities are identified and documented, 

employees should provide their appraising official with feedback about their 
contributions. 

 
3. Management shall document the content of performance discussions. The 

documentation may be a short statement or a bullet list highlighting individual 
accomplishments and/or contributions. 
 

4. The employee and the supervisor will sign the performance plan to acknowledge 
that the formal discussion was held.  The documentation will be placed in the 
SSA-e7B Extension File (or successor program). 

 
D. Annual Performance Appraisal 
 

Management will schedule time with the employee to issue his/her rating of record 
within 30 days of the end of the employee's appraisal period. 

 
E. Optional Employee Self-Assessment 
 

Employees will be provided the option of completing a self-assessment highlighting 
their contributions and accomplishments relating to the performance plan.  
Employees who wish to submit a self-assessment must do so no later than 10 days 
prior to the end of their appraisal period.  A reasonable amount of time, as 
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determined by the supervisor, will be provided for this activity.  Self-assessments 
should be placed in the SSA-e7B Extension File (or successor program). 
 

F. Feedback from Workgroup/Special Projects/Details 
 

1. Rating officials are responsible for obtaining feedback (where warranted) 
regarding an employee’s performance on workgroups, special projects, or details 
outside the normal work unit when the activity would have an impact on the 
determination of the employee’s performance.  In determining whether to solicit 
feedback, consideration should be given to the activity, duration of the activity, 
and the amount of time the employee spent on the activity. 

 
2. When the rating official solicits feedback, it should be obtained in writing from the 

supervisor responsible for the workgroup, project, or detail.  This may include 
feedback obtained from a non-supervisory project leader, technical expert, or 
team leader.  Employees should be given a copy of the feedback and provided 
an opportunity to include comments.  Feedback should be placed in the SSA-e7B 
Extension File (or successor program). 
 

G. Considerations In Assessing Performance 
 

1. The appraising official, when assessing performance, will consider factors which 
affect performance that are beyond the control of the employee. 

  
2. The appraising official will timely disclose to each employee all sources of 

performance data that relate to his/her performance appraisal. 
 
H. Documentation of Annual Performance Appraisal  
 

Standard forms will be used to document the employees’ performance.  Appraising 
officials will sign and date the annual performance appraisals.  Employees will sign 
and date their annual performance appraisals to indicate receipt.  Appraisals will be 
maintained in the SSA-e7B Extension File (or successor program), and recorded on 
the SSA automated management information system.  Appraisals will be maintained 
in accordance with Agency policies and procedures. 

 
I. Element Average 
 

In order to differentiate degrees of performance to determine eligibility for awards, 
the Element Average will be computed based on the rating of each individual 
element.  Only performance element ratings of 3 and 5 will be used for calculating 
the Element Average. An Element Average is not computed for those employees 
with a Level 1 rating because they are not eligible for awards. All elements are given 
equal weight in computing the Element Average. 
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Section 6 Procedures for Performance Below the Successful Contribution Level 
 
A. The procedures for dealing with performance below the Successful Contribution 

level apply to employees who are entitled to the procedural and appeal rights 
described in 5 CFR 432.   
 
These procedures are not applicable to employees who are not entitled to the 
procedural and appeal rights described in 5 CFR 432.		In accordance with Article 12, 
employees not entitled to statutory appeal rights may be terminated for performance 
reasons with appropriate written notice.	
 

B.  Opportunity to Perform Successfully (OPS) 
 

1. When an employee’s performance is below the Successful Contribution Level, 
management may initiate a performance improvement plan, the OPS plan.  The 
OPS represents a formal process for performance improvement developed by 
management.   

 
2. To institute an OPS plan, management must provide written notice to the 

employee that includes: 
 

a. the critical element(s) for which performance is unacceptable; 
 
b. the performance requirement(s) or standard(s) that must be attained in order 

to demonstrate acceptable performance; 
 
c. a statement that the employee is not in good standing and any WIGI or career 

ladder promotion will be withheld for the duration of the plan; 
 
d.  a summary of assistance already provided, along with the results; 
 
e. a statement of management’s plan for providing additional assistance to the 

employee (e.g., training, mentoring, etc.); 
 
f. a statement that the employee has the responsibility to improve performance, 

which may include seeking assistance, reading, and researching issues, etc.; 
and 

 
g. a statement that unless the employee’s performance in the critical element(s) 

improves to and is sustained at the successful level, the employee may be 
reassigned, reduced in grade, or terminated. 

 
3. OPS plans will be instituted for a period of 60 calendar days.  Management may 

terminate the plan if successful performance is demonstrated and sustained 
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before the end of the 60 days.  Management may extend the period if the 
employee is demonstrating significant progress toward the Successful 
Contribution Level of performance.  A copy of the written OPS notice will be 
placed into the employee’s SSA-e7B Extension File (or successor program). 
 

4. During the OPS, management will conduct ongoing discussions with the 
employee, about progress toward improvement.  Management will document 
these discussions and work reviews in the employee’s SSA-e7B Extension File 
(or successor program).  The discussions and work reviews will be placed in 
his/her SSA-e7B Extension File (or successor program).  

 
5. At the end of the OPS period if performance has not improved to the Successful 

Contribution Level, a Level 1 rating of record will be issued.  If performance has 
improved to the Successful Contribution Level and a rating of record is due, the 
rating will be Level 3.  If performance has improved to the Successful 
Contribution Level and a rating of record is not due, the employee will be notified 
in writing of his/her successful completion of the OPS and a notice will be placed 
in his/her SSA-e7B Extension File (or successor program). 

 
6. Employees are considered to be performing at the Not Successful Level (Level 1) 

while under an OPS plan.  If a rating of record becomes due while an employee 
is under an OPS plan, the rating of record will be delayed until the plan is 
completed.  If a WIGI becomes due while an employee is under an OPS plan, a 
Not Successful rating of record will be prepared and the WIGI will be denied.   

 
Section 7 Performance-Based Actions 
 
A. Management will initiate a performance-based action if, despite the additional 

assistance provided in accordance with the OPS plan, the employee’s performance 
has not improved to the Successful Contribution Level by the end of the OPS period.  
This will result in the employee’s reassignment to another position, reduction in 
grade, or removal. 

 
B. Demotions or removals for performance-based reasons must be accomplished in 

accordance with the applicable law and government-wide regulations. 
 
C. An employee receiving a proposed action based on unacceptable performance is 

entitled to: 
 

1. a thirty (30) day advance written notice of the proposed action that identifies both 
the specific instances of unacceptable performance by the employee on which 
the proposed action is based and the critical element(s) of the employee’s 
position involved in each instance of unacceptable performance; 
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2. to be represented by an attorney or other representative; 
 
3. time to respond to the notice of proposed action orally and in writing; 
 
4. a final written decision within thirty (30) days after the expiration of the advance 

notice period.  
 
D. The employee may appeal to the Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB) in 

accordance with applicable law, or the employee, with union concurrence, may 
timely request arbitration under the terms of this Agreement.  The choice of the 
appeal forum is irrevocable.  An employee shall be deemed to have exercised the 
appellate option at such time as the employee timely initiates an appeal under the 
statutory procedure or timely requests arbitration. 

 
E. Management has the option of taking a performance-based action without instituting 

a new OPS plan if: 
 

1. the employee has successfully completed an OPS plan by demonstrating 
improved performance, and 

 
2. within a one-year period following the beginning of that OPS plan, the 

employee’s performance again falls below the Successful Contribution Level in 
the same element, and 

 
3. there is sufficient documentation to support a performance-based action, and   
 
4. If these three conditions are not met, management will initiate a new OPS plan. 

 
F. The Not Successful (Level 1) rating of record for an employee who has been 

demoted or reassigned for performance-based reasons in accordance with this 
Section will continue in effect until completion of the employee’s appraisal period for 
his/her current position.  However, if the employee is eligible for a WIGI prior to the 
completion of this appraisal period, a rating of record will be issued when the 
employee has demonstrated successful performance for at least 120 days. 

 
Section 8 Miscellaneous 
 
To the extent allowed under the Privacy Act, the Agency will provide a yearly report, of 
the distribution of summary appraisal ratings by position and grade level for NTEU 
represented employees in OHO.    


